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REDEVELOPMENT 
OBJECTIVE

Create a mixed-use urban campus that makes 
preservation of  the Academy economically 

viable.
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Economics of  Preserving the Academy
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Uses of  Funds Sources of  Funds

Providence Academy Providence Academy

Purchase $5,000,000

Improvements ~$15,000,000

$20,000,000

Undeveloped Portion of  the Site Undeveloped Portion of  the Site

Purchase $4,309,000

Improvements ~$6,000,000

$10,309,000

Total $30,309,000

To Date: • Community donations and grants.
• $1MM WA grant, $1.1MM donations, and operational funds.
• Proceeds from the sale of  the Northeast portion of  the Undeveloped 

Property for Phase II (approx. $3MM).
• Grants, fundraisers, and operational income.

Planned:

• Proceeds from the sale of  the Western portion of  the site for the Aegis 
development ($5.4MM).

• The Aegis development and Phase II development will improve the 
Undeveloped Property.

Planned:



Mixed-Use Urban Campus

Academy & Aegis – A center of  activity where modern-day uses merge with history
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Providence Academy

A restored landmark and public museum that operates as a self-sustaining office building and 
event center
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Aegis

A new mixed-use urban development representing Guardianship of  the Community

ˈējis/

The protection, backing, 
or support of  a particular 

person or organization
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The heart of the tree 
represents the heart 

of the site – the 
Academy Building.

The logo 
incorporates 
the shape of  
the site and 
the heart of  
the tree.



Aegis Development Stats
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Development Statistics

• 2.21 acres
• Two buildings
• 162,854 sf  total
• 140 Apartments
• 12,808 sf  ground floor retail space
• Southern-most retail space connected 

to 5,000 sf  public plaza
• 28 studio units averaging 549 sf
• 71 one-bedroom units averaging 670 sf
• 41 two-bedroom units averaging 965 sf
• 151 surface parking spaces

Building Amenities

• Lobby, coffee bar, mail room, and 
package receiving system 

• Leasing office in the North building
• 5,600 sf  rooftop terrace on the South 

building - outdoor kitchen, 
community dining tables, fireplaces, 
landscaping, and outdoor theater and 
yoga area

• 1,250 sf  community room in the 
South building connected to the 
rooftop terrace - gourmet kitchen, 
theater room, and gaming area 

• 1,275 sf  fitness center in the North 
building  

• Indoor secure bike storage room in 
both buildings 

• Self-service bike repair shops with 
bike stands, tools, and a bike wash in 
both buildings  

• Separate trash and recycling chutes 

Apartment Amenities

• Balconies for 46% of  the units
• Large windows 
• 10 ft tall ceilings  
• Hardwood floors 
• Tile bathroom floors and showers 

with frameless glass doors 
• Air conditioning
• Full size front loading stacked washer 

and dryer  
• Frameless cabinets 
• Slab quartz countertops
• Stainless steel appliances 
• Gas stoves, garbage disposals, and 

undermount sinks
• High-end Grohe plumbing fixtures



Preservation and 
Possibility

Give a historic site new life 
while embracing its 
architecture, spirit and 
history.

Aegis Design Guideline
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Compatibility

Create a compatible 
juxtaposition of  old and 
new; employing current 
design techniques to 
accommodate modern needs 
while incorporating 
traditional architectural 
elements to showcase the 
Academy’s inspired history.
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Aegis Design Guideline



The Providence Academy is one of  the most historically and architecturally significant buildings in the Pacific Northwest.  The 
vision for the Providence Academy site is to convert it into a vibrant mixed-use urban campus while preserving and enhancing 
the Academy building as a place of  commerce and year-round center of  activity for the community. The Academy will be a 
restored landmark and public museum operating as a self-sustaining office building and event center.  Aegis will be a new 
residential and commercial mixed-use development invigorating the historic site.  

In designing Aegis and the site it was critically important that Aegis does not distract from the Academy.  Rather, Aegis will 
give the historic site new life while preserving the Academy and embracing its architecture, spirit, and history.  

The design team strived to create a compatible juxtaposition of  old and new.  Aegis will complement the Academy rather than 
mimic it.  This was accomplished by employing current design to accommodate modern needs while incorporating traditional 
architectural elements and showcasing the Academy's inspired history.  Structured, clean, and rectangular forms were employed
and paired with robust landscaping and a new plaza to create a beautiful "frame" around the Academy and its more historical, 
classical vernacular.  Aegis was designed with minimal articulation and complexity to limit distraction from the Academy.  The 
result is a design that showcases the Academy without detracting from it architecturally, while the addition of  Aegis revitalizes 
the site and helps preserve the Academy.  The juxtaposition of  old and new will be a visual representation of  rich history, 
achievement, time, and progress.

The design of  Aegis employed current design elements such as large windows to accommodate modern needs.  The design of  
Aegis also incorporated elements from the Academy’s architecture and site design to create compatible juxtaposition.  The 
design of  Aegis and the site also included general elements that would create a cohesive site.  On the following page are 
examples of  some of  the architecture and site design elements that create cohesion and compatible juxtaposition: 
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Aegis Design Summary



• Aegis’ simple facades and clean lines frame and highlight the Academy.
• Aegis' mostly brick cladding is the same material and texture of  the Academy.
• Neutral palette on the upper floors of  Aegis provides some contrast from the Academy allowing the Academy to remain the focus of the site while 

Aegis’ earth tone exterior palette matches the earth tones of  the Academy’s exterior palette so there is not stark contrast between old and new.  
• Red brick on portions of  the upper façades of  Aegis connects to the Academy and creates cohesive campus feel from a distant perspective.
• Aegis' dark colored brick base and the Academy's stone base similarly anchor the buildings.
• The brick size and layout of  Aegis closely resemble the Academy’s brick size and layout.
• Brick soldier courses, pilasters, and other brick detailing infuse traditional elements into Aegis to complement the Academy.
• Rhythmic and symmetrical window layout of  Aegis mimics the Academy’s window layout.
• The red brick base of  Aegis connects to the Academy and creates a cohesive campus feel from the pedestrian perspective.
• Cement panels provide depth relief  in Aegis’ façade without excessive articulation distracting from the Academy.
• Informative and abstract historical art throughout the site will connect Aegis and the Academy to the site’s history and provide context for the public.
• Precast concrete sills in the storefront windows of  Aegis mimic the Academy’s stone sills and make the façade of  Aegis more traditional.
• Black vertical steel pickets on the balconies are traditional elements and tied with the metal gills on Aegis create horizontality that helps ground the 

new buildings.  
• Aegis’ arched lobby entrance awnings and arched plaza canopy mimic the Academy’s arched windows.
• Maintaining the view corridor from Evergreen by setting the Southern building back 58’ from Evergreen Boulevard.
• Demolishing the restaurant building in front of  the Academy will improve the view corridor from Evergreen Boulevard.
• Maintaining additional view corridors from C Street and 12th Street will maintain views of  the Academy from the other site street frontages.
• A new 5,000 sf  public plaza at the corner of  C Street and Evergreen will create a pedestrian gateway into the site.  
• Connecting the new public plaza to the hardscape and landscape in front of  the Academy with curbless brick paver parking will connect the new 

buildings to the Academy along Evergreen. 
• Aegis’s mixture of  hardscape and landscaped entrances mimics the Academy's mixed hardscape and landscape entrances.
• Cohesive landscaping between Aegis and the Academy ties the site together.
• The earth tone exterior palettes of  Aegis and the Academy blend with the campus landscaping.
• Red brick hardscape at the Evergreen frontage, C Street access, and onsite crosswalks compliments the façade of  the Academy and creates cohesion 

from the pedestrian perspective 
• Live green walls along portions of  eastern ground floor facades of  Aegis soften the new building from the pedestrian perspective and further connect the 

new buildings to the site landscaping.
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Aegis Design Summary



Existing Site Conditions
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Proposed Site Conditions
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Site Rendering | Southeast Aerial Perspective
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Site Rendering | Southeast Pedestrian Perspective
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Site Rendering | South Aerial Perspective
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Site Rendering | Pedestrian Perspective from the Intersection of  C Street and Evergreen
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Site Rendering | West Aerial Perspective
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Site Rendering | Southwest Pedestrian Perspective
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Site Rendering | View from West of  West Façade 
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Elevations | South Building

1



Elevations | North Building
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PUBLIC OPEN SPACE The Development will create a new 5,026 square foot public plaza at the corner of East Evergreen Boulevard and C Street.  The new plaza, with 
adjacent retail/restaurant space in the new South building, will activate the intersection and serve as a pedestrian gateway from downtown into the new mixed-use urban 
campus.  The new plaza will have seating, landscaping, and a canopy to provide cover.  The new plaza will be connected with a crosswalk and curbless parking to the hardscape 
and landscaping on the Academy Building’s property.

DEMOLITION OF THE NON-HISTORIC RESTAURANT In connection with construction of the Development the non-historic restaurant building in front of the Academy 
Building will be demolished.   Demolishing the restaurant building will improve the view to the Academy and reconnect the Academy to the Evergreen Boulevard streetscape 
making the Academy Building more inviting to the public.

PUBLIC ART The Development will provide public art in the form of historical informative and historical abstract interpretive art to communicate Providence Academy’s 
history to the public.  The public art will connect the new buildings to the historical site while providing valuable historical context and information to the public.

GREEN CERTIFICATION The Development will be LEED certified.

IMPROVED PEDESTRIAN ACCESS The Development will vastly improve pedestrian safety and access to and through the site and to the Academy Building from the East 
Evergreen Boulevard, C Street, and 12th Street frontages.

AUTOMOBILE ACCESS The Development will improve automobile access drives and onsite drive lanes which will in turn improve pedestrian safety and storm water quality.

PROMOTION OF BICYCLE COMMUTING The Development will promote bicycle commuting with enhanced bike amenities including indoor secure horizontal bike parking 
with a ratio of one rack per apartment, lockers for the tenants with a ratio of one locker per apartment, bike stands with tools, and bike washes.  

REMOVAL OF UNATTRACTIVE ATTRIBUTES The Development will move all onsite utilities underground which will help convert an uninviting unattractive site into a 
welcoming campus. 

ACTIVATION OF AN UNDERUTILIZED SITE The Development will convert and activate the underutilized large downtown Academy Site and its streetscapes into a mixed-
use urban campus with residential, retail, restaurant, office, event and public museum uses while providing the patrons thereof and the public generally an opportunity to 
engage the history of Providence Academy.  

REGIONAL ATTRACTOR The Development will transform the Academy site into a mixed-use campus that could connect the Academy Building, Vancouver Public Library, 
Main Street, and Fort Vancouver into a multiple public attractor of regional significance.  Revitalizing the Academy Site will reestablish the historic gateway from Downtown to 
Fort Vancouver that I-5 severed. 

PROMOTION OF THE VANCOUVER PUBLIC LIBRARY Drawing residents, employees, and patrons to the new mixed use urban campus will provide exposure for the 
Public Library.
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Aegis Public Benefits



• A 5,026 square foot public plaza on the 
southwest corner of the property at the 
intersection of C Street and East 
Evergreen Boulevard will serve as the 
pedestrian gateway into the site.

• Commercial space in the Southern end 
of the new buildings will activate the 
north half of the plaza with outdoor 
café seating.

• An arched canopy inspired by the 
archways in the Academy building will 
provide shading and rain cover for the 
restaurant patrons and the public.

• Cohesive planters, landscaping, and 
hardscaping will connect the plaza to 
the rest of the site and the Academy 
building. 

• Benches and the canopy will provide 
pedestrians an area to gather and rest 
while walking from downtown to the 
Academy or Fort Vancouver.

• The design intent includes reusing old 
brick from the restaurant building that 
will be demolished.

• Curbless parking with red pavers will 
connect the plaza to the Academy 
property.
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Public Benefit – Public Plaza
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Public Benefit – Restaurant Demolition

• The now vacant restaurant building 
in front of the Academy building 
blocks the view of the primary façade 
and entryway of the Academy from 
East Evergreen Boulevard.

• Demolition of the restaurant building 
will provide the opportunity to 
landscape and create a public plaza in 
front of the Academy building.

• Demolition of the restaurant building 
and landscaping the front of the 
Academy will reconnect the Academy 
to the streetscape and activate East 
Evergreen Boulevard. This will help 
bring the Academy back into 
prominence.

• The intent is to preserve and reuse 
some of the red brick from the 
restaurant building to use in the new 
site hardscape.



Public Benefit – Art Overview

Aegis will provide public art to connect to the Academy and the historical site while providing valuable historical context and 
information to the public. The overall art budget is $150,000 and will be split among the art installations described below.

• Informative Art – Along the C Street sidewalk frontage of  Aegis, gallery-inspired plaques will convey historical information 
about the Academy. The plaques will provide visitors to the site and pedestrians walking past the site historical context.  The 
Historic Trust will curate the information that will be conveyed to the public.

• Abstract Art – Murals – At the C Street entrance into the site at 11th Street there will be three dimensional sculptures protruding 
from the walls.  These will serve as a “gateway” into the site.  The subject and details of  the murals is undefined but they will 
connect to the history of  the site.  The Historic Trust will be consulted in determining the subject and details of  the murals.

• Abstract Art – Plaza Sculpture – In the 5,000 SF public plaza at the corner of  C Street and Evergreen Boulevard will be an 
abstract sculpture representing Mother Joseph.  The sculpture will be a celebration of  her life and contributions to the 
community.  The Historic Trust will be consulted in determining the details of  the sculpture.

The public art pieces incorporated into Aegis will connect the community to the site’s history.  The combination of  informative and 
abstract art will provide both historical context and aesthetic value to the site.
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Public Art | Site Location

Informative Art

Abstract Art
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Public Art | Informative Art

Plaques, historic 
photos, maps, etc. 

displayed in an 
artistic narrative 

along the length of  
the west façades.
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Public Art | Abstract Art (Murals)

Three dimensional sculptures designed to 
protrude from the brick walls that frame 

the East/West entrance off  C Street at 11th

Street. Materiality will be brick, wood, 
and/or metal.

These sculptures could represent the Sisters 
of  Providence, children of  the Academy, 

and/or simply be an abstract art serving as 
a gateway into the site.
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Public Art | Abstract Art (Murals) Locations
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Public Art | Abstract Art (Plaza Sculpture)

A larger-than-human scaled abstract 
sculpture representing Mother Joseph.

Materiality can be metal or heavy-
duty plastic.
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The Marathon family of  companies is a full-service real 
estate company that develops, constructs, manages, and 
owns multifamily communities in the greater 
Portland/Vancouver area. Marathon’s ability to control 
every facet of  a development from design to construction 
to management gives Marathon an exceptional ability to 
control quality and cost. As long-term owners Marathon 
strives to enrich the lives of  residents and elevate 
neighborhoods by building the highest quality 
developments possible. Marathon assembles experts in all 
fields of  development, construction, and management to 
ensure Marathon’s developments best the competition 
and exceed expectations.

Since inception in 1979, the Marathon family has 
developed and constructed approximately 5,000 
apartments and 160,000 square feet of  retail 
space. Marathon Management has managed, including 
third-party management, more than 15,000 thousand 
apartments and as many as 6,000 apartments at a given 
time. All of  Marathon’s development and management 
experience is in the greater Portland/Vancouver area 
which all of Marathon’s employees call home.

For more information about Marathon Acquisition & 
Development please see www.marathonpad.com
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Marathon Acquisition & Development

Vancouver Avenue Apartments
North Portland, OR  |  Under Construction

Arris
North Portland, OR  |  Under Construction



Arris is a new construction 152 
unit, mixed-use, two building 
development in the Mississippi 
District of  north Portland. The 
Fremont building is located at the 
Southeast corner of  N. Mississippi 
Avenue and N. Fremont Street. 
The Cook building is on the 
Northeast corner of  N. Albina 
Avenue and N. Cook Street. 
Combined the development has 
over 11,000 square feet of  rooftop 
and community gathering areas 
with spectacular views of  
Downtown Portland.
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Marathon Acquisition & Development Most Recent Development - Arris

Arris – Cook Community Room

Arris

Arris – Apartment Unit

Arris – Cook Lobby
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Marathon Acquisition & Development Recently Completed Developments

The Willmore
North Portland, OR

Glendoveer Woods Apartments
Northeast Portland, OR

Bridgeton Apartments
Northeast Portland, OR

McKinney Lane Apartments
Lebanon, OR

Bell Tower Apartments
Wilsonville, OR

Willamette Estates
Salem, OR
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